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Schooling and Military Service: Their Effects on
Israeli Women's Attainments and Social Participation
in Early Adulthood*

JUDAH MATRAS AND GILA NOAM

Women's military service in Israel has often been the subject of intense public debate.
Spokesmen for religious groups have often asserted that the military setting is
unsuitable for women and have imputed what, in their view, are gravely impaired
fulifllment of traditional women's roles to the exposure to the military framework and
the alienation from adequate family supervision which military service allegedly entails.
Conversely, popular discussions of women's status in Israel very frequently laud women's
military service as proof of women's equality and their participation in the entire
spectrum of social roles.

In this paper we pose the question of the effects of schooling and military service on
subsequent attainments and social participation among Israeli women and examine
relevant data from a national sample of Jewish women born in 1954 and studied in
1982, when the women were27or 28 years old.

On the basis of our ifndings it would seem that both sides to this debate have grossly
exaggerated the impact which military service actually has on women's lives.

In the two spheres which we studied socioeconomic attainment as indexed by
occupational status and modernization of social participation as reflected by age at
marriage, ifrstbirth intervals, and economic selfsufficiency effects of military service
are modest at the most.

INTRODUCTION
Israeli women are frequently perceived to be unique both in being heir to the tradition
of full and equal participation in the pioneeirng and early Jewish settlement in the
country and in sharing irghts and obligations in contemporary Israeli society to the
extent of being subject to conscirption and military service in late adolescence (at age
18) just as are young men (Hazleton, 1977, Ch.l). In this paper we pose the question
of the effects of schooling and military service on subsequent attainments and social
participation among Israeli women and examine relevant data from a national sample
of Jewish women born in 1954 and studied in 1982, when the women were 27 or 28
years old. The question is anchored in the discussion of two major issues in Israeli
society: that of the absorption of traditional populations into a society committed to
modernization (Eisenstadt, 1967, 1985), and that of the transformaUon of women's
roles in modern society and the shifts in the direction of enhanced autonomy in
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30 J. Matras and G. Noam

personal and social life (Tiger and Sheper, 1975; Hazlcton, 1977; Bernstein, 1983;
Katz, 1983; Katz and Peres, 1985).

Discussions and analyses of the processes underlying women's socioeconomic
attainment generally take place against the backdrop of those of men, whether for the
simple purpose of comparison or with an eye to identifying possible focal points of
sexual discirmination, While such questions are certainly relevant in the Israeli setting
as well, the more significant and meaningful perspective for evaluating women's
attainment in Israel seems tobe the intergeneralional one: specilfcally the dramatic
rise in the level of Israeli women's educational attainments and economic activity
compared to those of their (largely immigrant) mothers. On the one hand, in Israel this
phenomenon is of such proportions as to ernder it worthy of analysis in and of itself;
and, on the other hand, our knowledge of its implications is limited. As an
illustration: almost 20 percent of the mothers of women in our sample had no formal
schooling whatever, while an additional 32 percent had only primary school education
(up to, but not beyond, grade 8). By contrast, among the young women themselves
compulsory and free pirmary education has assured broad pirmary and, genearlly, post
primary school attendance. Only eleven percent of the women studied here have not
had any postpirmary education, while forty percent have received secondary school
matirculation certificates and about onethird have had at least some postsecondary
schooling.
It is in these contexts of modernization and dramatic intergenerational change that

we pose the two central questions of our paper. First: to what extent are schooling
(speciifcally: secondary school matirculation) and military service associated with
subsequent participation and attainments both in the labor market and the family; and
second: do schooling and/or military service play a role in affecting women's tastes and
preferences for modern life styles and patterns of social participation, or their ability to
achieve them?

Intuitively, we would expect both the very exposure to the educational system and
the contents and skills acquired within it and the expeirence of military service so
symbolic of women's "liberation" to be linked to subsequent socioeconomic
achievements and to affect women's "tastes" for nonfamilial and modern channels of
social participation. In accordance with this expectation we also wish to examine the
degree to which such modernization and "liberation" have made inroads among women
of tarditional backgrounds in Israel: pirmairly those of Asian and Afircan geocultural
oirgins. This question has significance in the context of discussions and analyses of
inequality in Israeli society and of social intervention on behalf of disadvantaged
groups.
The role of matriculation in subsequent educational achievement and socio

economic attainments seems to be clearly established for women as well as for men in
the findings of numerous studies (Kerckhoff, 1974; Treiman and Terrell, 1975;
YuchtmanYaar and Samuel, 1975; Kerckhoff, Campbell, and Trott, 1982; see also
Konig and Muller, 1986). In Israel matriculation has been shown to be a proxy for
postprimary curriculum tarcks associated with continuation of education after
secondary school (Shavit, 1983; 1984(.
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To the best of our knowledge data specifically addressed to the effects of military
service on women's attainments or on their postmilitary roles aer not available. Some
data are available which indicate that military service is associated with feelings of
selfconifdence and expressions of greater ambition (Bloom and BarYosef, 1985).
However we know of no study which has linked women's military service to actual
attainments in later life.

In studies of the corresponding (bom 1954) cohort ofJewish men in Israel, we have
found that army service and rank make a significant contribution to occupational
prestige net of socioeconomic background factors and educational attainment (Matras,
Noam, and BarHaim, 1984). And a more recent analysis indicates that military
vocational training and achieved rank also contribute significantly to job authority
among men (Irron, 1987). We may conjecture and list four aspects of military service
as having potential relevance for subsequent attainments and social roles. First, the
army may be an arena in which human capital is accumulated (Mincer, 1974; Lissak,
1978; Roumani, 1979; Evans, Felson, and Land, 1980; Luttwak and Horowitz, 1975;
Griffin and Kalleberg, 1981; Giblie, 1981; DeTray, 1982; see also Miller and
Ransford, 1978; Azarya and Kimmerling, 1980; and Smooha, 1984). Second, the very
expeirence of responsibility and authoirty in fulfilling various positions in the course
of service may affect subsequent occupational and other attainment and role
performances (Janowitz, 1969; Hurewiu, 1969; Rolbant, 1970; Lissak, 1978;
Roumani, 1979; Butler and Holmes, 1981; Irron, 1987). Third, in a smallscale
society such as Israel the army may provide an opportunity for establishing
"connections" which may be helpful in the future, e.g., in gaining advantaged entrance
into the job market (Horowitz and Kimmerling, 1974; De Tray, 1982; see also Azarya
and Kimmerling, 1980; Smooha, 1984; and Lissak, 1984). Finally it seems to us that
military service provides "nonfamilial" living expeirences which are likely to have an
impact upon women's tastes, preferences, and prioirties in early adulthood (Waite,
Goldscheider, and Witberger, 1986).

DATA AND VARIABLES
Our data were obtained as part of a study conducted in 1982 on the beairng of (a)

economic and geocultural oirgins and (b) of expeirences early in the life course on
social participation and socioeconomic attainments in early adulthood. Our
methodology followed that adopted for our earlier study of the 1954 male cohort
(Matras, Noam and BarHaim, 1984). We interviewed a national probability sample of
500 Jewish women born in 1954, obtaining retrospective life histoires including
information on schooling at all levels, military service, histoires of residence and
household composition, work expeirence, and, for most, marirage and the beginning of
family formation. In addition the interview elicited information on current job
satisfaction, income, job authoirty, work attitudes, and on characteirstics of husbands
and of own and husband's parents. The study aimed at discerning the ways in which
sociodemographic and cultural divisions and cleavages affect both the process of
transition to adulthood and subsequent attainments among different subgroups, e.g.,
those of AsianAfircan andEuropeanAmeircan origin, and those who grew up in
urban centers or in peirpheral areas.
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Choice of the 1954 cohort for this study relfects a compromise: on the one hand,
we wished to study a cohort young enough to have completed its schooling and
military service fairly recently, such that its educational and military experience are
still relevant for current discussions and evaluation. On the other hand we wished to
study a cohort old enough to include substantial numbers who have already marired and
begun their adult work careers. The 1954 cohort is particularly suitable for
investigation in this context inasmuch as it is one of the lfrst cohorts to come of age
under the "new" educational regime in which literacy has become universal, and at
least some postpirmary schooling nearlyuniversal.
About seventy percent of the 1954born women are nativeborn, with the

overwhelming majoirty (739£) of those born abroad having immigrated at age 13 or
earlier and thus having obtained most of their education and socialization in Israel.
About half the cohotr is of Asian or Afircan oirgin (either themselves, or Israeliborn
children of fathers, bom in Asia or Afirca); and about 44 percent are of European or
Ameircan oirgins. About seven percent are thirdgeneration Israelis.

The findings presented in this paper are focused on the beairng of women's
secondary school matirculation and military service on socioeconomic attainment and
patterns of social participation in early adulthood. Following convention, we adopt
occupational prestige of women's current or lastheld jobs as a measure of socio
economic attainment. In addition we add two measures of attainment which refer to
spouses husband's years of schooung completed and husband's occupational prestige
score inasmuch as we view these in the context of the "attainment" of a "good
match." We use "Kraus Scores", a standard measure of occupational rank in Israel
based upon an "unstructured stimuli" procedure (Kraus, 1976; Kraus, Hodge, and
Schild, 1978) to measure the women's own and their husbands' occupational prestige
ranks. Three indicators were used to reflect "modernity" of women's social
participation: (i) age at marriage, (ii) the length (in months) of the interval from
marirage to the birth of the ifrst child ("ifrst birth intervals"), and (iii) the number of
years for which women report having been economically selfsupporting.

Traditional societies generally, and traditional Jewish communities in particular,
were characteirzed by virtuallyuniversal and early marirage of women. Our sample
respondents were aged 27 or 28 years old at the time of the interviews, and all but 58
had been marired. In Table 1 we show means and standard deviations of age at marriage
for evermarried respondents only; but for our multivairate analyses we included
unmarired respondents, assigning them a value of 29 on the age at marirage vairable
)Table 3). Traditionally in Israel births have followed marirage very closely in time,
and adoption of contraception or abortion has typically been introduced only among
couples wishing to prevent any further pregnancies after having arrived at desired
family size. Intervention to delay pregnancies even prior to ifrst births is generally
associated with "modern" family patterns and practices (Rindfuss, Morgan, and
Swicegood, 1984).

In the economic realm traditional patterns of social participation have implied
economic dependence of women on male kin, while economic independence has been
cast as a major dimension of female autonomy. Our measures of years of reported
economic selfsuppotr at age 18 or thereafter are deirved from responses to the sequence
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of questions: "At age x, what or who was your main source of economic suppotr?"
Possible responses included: parents, spouses, other kin, self or own employment,
public welfare or social insurance programs, Israel Defence Forces, etc. Some women
repotred their parents or their husbands as main sources of suppotr even if they were
themselves employed fulltime, while others may have reported self support even
while residing in parental households and employed only casually. Thus the measure
of selfsuppotr used must be understood to be partiallysubjective rather than reflecting
rigid objective cirteriaof economic dependency or selfsupport

The main independent vairables or "inputs" introduced as affecting attainment and
social participation are secondary school matriculation (whether "internal" or
"external") and military service, both dummy vairables. Those respondents ever
inducted into service in the Israel Defence Forces, whether or not they completed the
normal twoyear term of service, are reported as having had military service. We
control for two major socioeconomic background characteirstics: (i) mother's number
of school years completed and (ii) geocultural oirgin (a dummy variable indicating
whether or not respondent is of European or Ameircan birth or parenthood), and for
(iii) vocational courses and training obtained (a dummy vairable) outside of the formal
public school system. We use OLS regression equations to carry out this initial
examination of the beairng of matirculation and of military service on women's early
adult attainments and social participation.

RESULTS
PostPrimary Schooling andMilitary Service

The entire cohotr attended, and almost all completed, eight years of primary school.
The great majoirty (8995>) of the women had some postpirmary schooling, with most
^0lo) beginning such schooling in matriculation tracks (academic, vocational, or
agircultural) and in the vocational nonmatirculation track (Waf). A substantially
larger percentage among the women than among the men in the cohort received
matirculation cetrificates (3S$ of the women compared to 249J> of the men) which are
essential for acceptance into university level studies. The AA (geocultural oirgin in
Asian or Afircan countires) and EA (geocultural oirgin in European or North and
South American counuies) women differ dramatically both in the respective
propotrions beginning studies in the matirculation track and receiving matirculation
certificates. While 389cf of AAwomen and 739cf of EA women began such curirculum,
only 169b of AA women indeed attained a matirculation certificate as compared with
6O9J> of their EA counterparts.

Our study yielded what are probably the first national sample data on the military
service and expeirence of Isareli women. Indeed, systematic data on the military service
of Israeli men are not generally readily available. Participation in compulsory military
service differed dramatically for men and women in the cohotr. Almost all the men
(94<cf) but less than half the women, served in the Israel Defense Forces. Percentages
of women serving differ considerably among the two oirgin groups: while only about
a third of the AA women served, 5190 of the EAwomen did so. This difference may be
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Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations of Background, Schooling, Military Service,
and Early Adult Attainment and Social Participation Variables: Israeli Jewish
Women Bom 1954, Total and by OeoCultural Oirgin.

Vairable Total AsiaAfirca OirginEuropeAmeirca Oirgin
(N  499( )N 245( )N = 219)

Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev.

Mother's No.
School Years.
Completed 7.38 4.91 4.17 4.40 10.18 3.32

European or
Ameircan
Oirgin* 0.44 0.S0 
Vocational
Courses"1 0.59 0.49 0.S8 0.50 0.61 0.49

Secondary
School
Matirculation d 0.38 0.49 0.16 0.49 0.60 0.49

Military
Service11 0.46 0.50 0.33 0.50 0.57 0.49

Occupational
Prestige
Score 46.36 25.94 37.41 22.10 56.18 26.61

Husband's No.
School Years
Completed 12.75 6.70 11.30 6.47 14.21 7.04

Husband's t
Occupational
Prestige Score 43.33 28.73 34.14 25.05 52.88 29.18

Age at
Marirage 21.11 2.62 21.10 2.76 21.24 2.44

First Birth
Interval (Mo) 22.78 64.25 25.54 89.22 19.72 14.50

No. Yean
of Reported
SelfSupport 2.08 3.04 2.24 3.27 1.92 2.46

" Dummy Vairable

! 'a i■
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associated both with the lower educational attainmentsoflhe AA women and with the
resistance to military service for women among traditional or religiously observant
families which comprise a considerable proportion of the total AA families.

Table 2. Regressions of Early Adult Attainment Indicators on Background, Schooling,
and Military ServiceVariablesMetric and Standardized (in Parentheses)
Coefficients: Israeli Jewish Women Born 1954.

Independent Dependent Vairables
Vairables

Occupational Husband's No. School Husband's Occupa
Prestige Score Yrs. Completed tional Prestige Score

Mean
Value 48.472 12.755 44.123

Mother's No. 0.670* O.165. 1.104**
School Years. (.127) (.142) (181)
Completed

European or 7.156* 1.193' 3.825
Ameircan (.136) (.105) (065)
Oirgin d

Vocational 5.312* 0.232 0.338
Courses d (.099) . (.020) (006)

Secondary 11.315*** 2.308*** 16.775***
School (.214) (.202) (.283)
Matirculation d

Military 6.842** 0.322 3.380
Service d (.131) (.028) (.057)

Constant 29.106 9.760 25.456

R2 .202 .128 .197

a Significance = .074
** Dummy Vairable

Significant at .05 level
Significant at .01 level

*** Significant at .001 level

Women who obtained matirculation certificates were much more likely to serve in
the military than those obtaining other certificates, and very few (six percent) of those
women who obtained no postprimary schooling served. Within each educational
attainment subgroup, the percent serving in the I.D.F. was higher among women of
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EuropeanAmeircan oirgins than among AsianAfrican oirgins, with the differences
most pronounced among those women with the lowest educational attainments (f0r
more details, see Matras, Featherman, and Noam, 1984).

Multivariate Analysis: EffectsofMatriculationandService
Means and standard deviations of the independent and dependent vairables aer shown

in Table 1 for the total sample and for women of the two major geocultuarl oirgin
groups, Asian or African countries, and European or North or South American
countires. And the multiple regression equations, including metric and standardized
regression coefficients, for each of the women's attainment and social participation
variables are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
Matriculation and military service both have significant effects upon women's

occupational prestige attainments (Table 2, column 1), as indeed do all other
independent vairables shown. With respect to military service: it is interesting to note
that in an analysis not shown here, we found that for those currently employed (arther
than for the lastheld occupations of those ever employed, as in our analysis of Table
2) military service does not have a significant effect on occupational perstige scoers.
From this we deduce that the army's impact may be greatest on the perstigeof jobs
held immediately subsequent to service, but may erode over time and thus not have a
significant effect on jobs held at ages 27 or 28.
It is also interesting that, in contrast to our findings for the 1954bom male cohort,

geocultural oirgin remains a significant factor in women's occupational perstige. We
may speculate that this stems either from the differential piroirty which women of the
two major oirgin groups may attach to achievements in the sphere of work or else
form a situation whereby women of EuropeanAmeircan oirgin may be able to use
"connections" in order to enter certain positions, e.g., the higher clerical or
administrative range, and avoid employment in others, e.g., personal services, retail
trade, or manual occupations.
Turning now to the ''attainment" of a "goodmatch"a highlyeducated spouse,

employed in a highperstigeoccupationwe may note that matirculation has a
significant effect, while military service has none (Table 1, columns 2 and 3). The
significance of mother's education may be attirbutable to socialization factors, tastes,
and preferences of daughters of mothers of the varying educational attainment levels.
Alternatively we may hypothesize greater capacity of educated mothers to help their
daughters in the marirage market and mateselection process, minimally by arranging
and irgging the social settings in which their daughters participate and encounter
eligible males. The similarity of the findings ergarding husbands' educational and
occupational attainments is not surprising, perhaps, in view of the familiar association
between men's education and occupational attainments.

In Table 3 we examine effects of matirculation and military service on dependent
vairables conceptualized as erflecting "modem'1 or "traditional" patterns of social
patricipation. The independent variables shown do little in the way of "explaining"
variation in age at marriage, and only military service is significant in this context.
We may speculate that, on the one hand, some small number of women may have
marired early to avoid military service; and whatever their "reasons" or strategies, those
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marrying early would have been excused from military service. And, on the other hand,
women who served in the army are probably overrepresented among those still
unmarired at the time of our interviews. Our life history data will provide additional
opportunities to explore the connections between military service and the timing of
marriage.

Table 3. Regressions of Early Adult Social Participation Indicators on Background,
Schooling, and Military Service Variables Metric and Standardized (in
Parentheses) Coefifcients: Israeli Jewish Women Bom 1954.

Independent Dependent Variables
Vairables

Age At First Birth No. Years of
Reported

Marirage Interval (Mo.) SelfSupport

Mean Value 22.134 18.295 2.184

Mother's No. 0.008 0.174 .0.034
School Years (.011) (.065) (.054)
Completed

European or 0.310 0.042 0.109
Ameircan (.043) (.002) (.'017)
Oirgin d

Vocational O.66O. 1.467 1 076***
Courses" (089) (.055) ('.169)

Secondary 0.107 1.250 .0.722*
School Matir (.015) (.047) (.'114)
culation d

Military 1.923... 3.362*.0 054
Service " (264) (.127) (.009)

Constant 20.680 15.921 1 614

r2 6ל0. .018 .027

a Signiifcance = .059
Dummy Vairable
Signiifcant at .05 level
Signiifcant at .01 level
Signiifcant at .001 level

Similarly, with regard to firstbirth intervals. we have not captured much of the
variation in this phenomenon; and, again, only military service appears as having a
significant effect. Despite our expectation that military service creates tastes for
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"nonfamily" patterns of social participation and thus should be strongly associated
with delaying first births, the findings indicate only a modest (about onefourth
standard deviation) effect. Furthermore, the impression created by data of various
studies, including our own, is that knowledge of contraceptive practices is quite
limited in Israel, throughout all strata and social gorups; and there is a particular
reluctance to use contraceptive methods before having had at least one child. Thus it
may be that the effects of our independent variables would appear at a later stage of
family life, when the desired family size has been reached.
Finally, matirculation and vocational courses are the two variables which prove to

have significant effects on women's propensity to be selfsupporting, but in opposite
directions. Neither military service nor the background variables appears as having
significant effects upon the length or duration of economic selfsupport reported by the
respondents. Although our implicit hypothesis was that matirculation may be
associated with the objective capacity for selfsupport in terms of opportunities it
opens up on the job market and also inso far as extended schooling develops the desire
for independence, economic or otherwise, in fact the matriculation coefficient is
significant and negative. The negative relationship may stem either from the delay in
entrance into the labor force and economic activity associated with extended schooling
or from a selection process by which young women supported by parents for extended
peirods through late adolescence and early adulthood are also those most likely to
attain secondary school matirculation. The significant factor of vocational courses may
stem from a selection process whereby women commiued to "making it" on their own
make the effort to acquire human capital beyond that offered in the framework of
formal schooling. An alternative explanation may be that among young Israeli women
the "vocational courses" factor may be associated with reported selfsupport especially
at the earlier ages, say from age 18 until marriage, among those not matirculating and
or not continuing in postsecondary level education.

In a separate set of regression equations we tested the hypothesis that the military
service variable reflects primarily religious observance, and that this variable
differentiates with respect to age at marriage, lfrst birth intervals, and selfsupport
pirmairly between observant and nonobservant (between those higher or lower on a
sixpoint re'bgious observance scale). Net of the independent and the control vairables,
the religious observance variable had no significant effects upon any of the three
participation vairables, and its inclusion added virtually nothing to the coefficient of
determination, (R^), the measure of the proportion of the variance "explained" by our
independent and control vairables included.

DISCUSSION
Women's military service in Israel has often been the subject of intense public

debate. Spokesmen for religious groups have often asserted that the military setting is
unsuitable for women and have imputed what, in their view, are gravely impaired
fulfillment of traditional women's roles to the exposure to the military framework and
the alienation from adequate family supervision which military service allegedly
entails. Conversely, popular discussions of women's status in Israel very frequently
laud women's military service as proof of women's equality and their participation in
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the entire spectrum of social roles. On the basis of our findings it would seem that
both sides to this debate have grossly exaggerated the impact which military service
actually has on women's lives. In the two spheres which we studied socioeconomic
attainment as indexed by occupational status and modernization of social participation
as relfected by age at marriage, ifrstbirth intervals, and economic selfsufifciency
effects of military service are modest at the most

We know from other data collected in this study but not presented here that many
women continue to reside in the parental home, or return home very frequently, during
military service. We may hypothesize that this pauern may provide some explanation
for the apparently very modest effects of army service. Furthermore, we know that, at
least in the period relevant to the study of the 1954 cohort, most women in army
service were engaged in routine ofifcetype, secretarial jobs within the military
framework. The Israel Defense Forces' current policy of opening up a broader range of
jobs to women may alter this picture somewhat.

A number of studies have posited or found rolemodeling effects of mothers'
characteristics and socioeconomic attainments upon those of their daughters (Del
Vento Bielby, 1978; Stevens and Boyd, 1980; Boyd, 1982; see also Arcana, 1981;
Friday, 1977; and Payne, 1983), and we hypothesized such effects upon the
"modernity" of social participation among our respondents. However, a further point
that emerges from our analyses is that: while mother's education has a signiifcant
effect on women's attainments, it does not seem to affect those vairables which we
conceptualized as expressing modernity versus traditionalism of women's roles. This
seems surpirsing to us and would appear to call for further consideration and
investigation. In general it can be said that we have not been very successful in
explaining vairation in these vairables, and the factors cirtical or central in the process
of "modemization" of Israeli women are yet to be discovered and analyzed. We hope in
the future to reifne and possibly to expand both our conceptualization and
measurement of dependent and independent vairables alike as a step in this direction.

We would hope that the above analyses shed light on the process of socioeconomic
attainment and participation among young women in Israel and provide some
indication of the extent to which this process resembles that characteirzing young
men. Our ifndings indicate that the processes determining the relative importance of
vairous factors for socioeconomic attainment are quite similar for men and women.
This however should not necessairly be taken as evidence of the "equality" of men and
women or the "modernization" of women's roles so as to parallel men's. In order to
draw conclusions of such nature, we must examine the scope, intensity, and quality of
women's participation in vairous social spheres and roles and the extent to which such
participation characterizes various subgroups of women. For example, while
percentages of men and women ever attending postprimary school and ever
participating in postsecondary studies are quite similar, percentages ever having
worked fulltime or ever having been selfsupporting vary greatly. Thus while the
ways in which socioeconomic background and schooling become translated into
occupational attainment may be very similar for men and women, we cannot ignore
the fact that a much smaller segment of the women are participating in the labor force
or in what might be termed the market of occupational attainment.
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Finally, whether or not one views the data as supporting the imagery of a
"revolution" in women's roles and of a dramatic modernization of the patterns of their
social participation is very much dependent on one's point of reference or comparison.
Thus for example, if we compare the life courses of the 1954 cohort of women to
those of their mothers, particularly with regard to schooling and labor force
participation, and especially among AA women, we cannot help but note the dramatic
changes which have taken place within a generation. However, if we choose to
compare the women studied to males of the 1954 cohort, or to women in Western
countires, our conclusions may be somewhat less optimistic.
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תקציר

סוער. ציבורי לדיון תכופות נתון היה בישראל נשים של הצבאי העיירות

מתאימה איננה הצבאית שהמסגרת דתיות קבוצות של דוברים טענו קרובות לעתים
בתפקידיה קשה כפגיעה להם שנראה מה לגבי האשם את תולים אלה גורמים לנשים.
הולמת, משפחתית מהשגחה ובניתוק הצבאית למסגרת בחשיפה האישה של המסורתיים
האישה במעמד הציבורי הדיון שני, מצד הצבאי. השירות מן לדעתם, המתחייבים,

לשוויון כהוכחה הנשים של הצבאי השירות את קרובות לעתים משבח בישראל
חברתיים. תפקידים של שלמה בקשת ולמעורבותן הנשים של הזכויות

הישגים על הצבאי והשירות ההשכלה השפעות את חוקרים אנו זה במאמר

של ארצי ממדגם רלבנטיים נתונים ובודקים בישראל, נשים בקרב חברתית ומעורבות
.2827 בגיל היו כאשר ב1982, ולמדו ב1954 שנולדו יהודיות נשים

מאוד הגזימו הנדון בוויכוח הצדדים ששני נראה שלנו, הממצאים סמך על
הנשים. חיי על הצבאי השירות של המעשית השפעתו בהערכת

דירוג פי על שנמדדו כפי חברתייםכלכליים, הישגים  המחקר תחומי בשני
הנשים בגיל משתקפת שהיא כפי החברתית, המעורבות של ומודרניזציה תעסוקתי,

שהשפעת מצאנו  הכלכלית העצמאות והשגת הראשונה, הלידה הנישואין, בעת

בכלל. אם מאוד, מועטה הצבאי השירות


